This article compares the deaths of two abbots as told by contemporary observers, and shows how the relationship between these saints and their ascetic communities on the one hand and secular imperial authorities on the other hand would be consolidated in the way people were shown to react to their demise. First, the life and death Saint Martin of Tours (c. 316-397) are analysed through the Vita Martinii and the letters by Sulpicius Severus. Against the backdrop of a strenuous relation between Roman imperial interests and a burgeoning Christendom, the author uses Martin’s post-mortem reputation to appropriate the authority of his erstwhile rival, the emperor Maximus. In doing so, an attempt is made to resolve the conundrum of how to be Christian under Roman authority. Then, two different descriptions of the death of Benedict of Aniane (c. 750-821) are presented, one by his hagiographer Ardo, the other a supposed eye-witness account by the monks of Iuda. By contrasting these two accounts, it will be shown how different observers dealt with the tensions between personal salvation, imperial reform efforts and monastic idealism that emerged when secular and religious authority converged in the Carolingian era. The juxtaposition of the fifth-century situation with the ninth-century accounts, finally, will highlight how understanding of authority has evolved in the wake of the spread of Christianity – both in the eyes of those in power, and according to those dealing with them in word and deed.
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The death of an abbot, especially a founding abbot, would often propel monastic communities into a veritable existential challenge. Having lost their charismatic father figure, the monks had to find a way not only to continue the spiritual legacy of their founder but also to safeguard the material well-being of their monastery. As monasteries were usually embedded within the social fabric of their region, they also had to deal with the many competing external interests that would descend upon them such as rival institutions claiming religious supremacy or political turmoil that threatened the very fabric of their communal existence. The monasteries that did prevail often did so because they managed to consolidate their community both in word and in deed. Texts were produced which effectively embedded authors, audiences and their actions in a «discourse community» centred on the monastery, using its past and present to safeguard the future of the community. One possibility for laying a firm foundation for future growth was to turn the death of the abbot into religious and political capital. Although such moments could lead to crises and vulnerability for the community, they could also be instrumentalised as starting points for future developments and changes. More often than not, an attempt would be made to elevate the founding abbot to sainthood, creating a cult site that would hopefully attract status as well as pilgrims and the donations they brought with them. Sometimes, an author would seize the opportunity to turn the death into a statement on the world around him, using the reputation of the recently deceased to rally others to his own point of view, which might also benefit the community by attracting new sponsors. Similarly, if the abbot had taken care of the material well-being of his community, for example by founding the monastery on his ancestral lands and transferring the donations to a patron saint, his disappearance from the scene...
made monastic possessions more vulnerable in the short term, but could also be a first step towards more securely inalienable lands by gradually cutting ties with the abbot’s family. Whatever the case, the importance of such founding figures meant that their death usually caused a flurry of activities around the monastery, ranging from negotiations about land possessions to the composition of vitae, and from a reorganisation of the political status quo in the region to the discovery of new horizons for the community. This article will present a historical or temporal comparison of the way two communities in Gaul each dealt with this particular challenge. The first revolves around the late-fourth century bishop and monk, Martin of Tours, one of the founding fathers of Western monasticism, and his hagiographer, the Gallo-Roman aristocrat Sulpicius Severus, as well as the treatment of Martin’s legacy by the sixth-century bishop Gregory of Tours. The second case is Ardo’s vita of Benedict of Aniane, who in the late eighth and early ninth centuries was a close advisor to Louis the Pious and became one of the main architects of the monastic reforms undertaken in the Carolingian Empire. In both cases, the people to whom we owe the most widely known reports of their exploits used not only their lives, but also their deaths to make a point about the state of the world around them and the legacy of their protagonists, Ardo at the culmination of his hagiography, and Sulpicius in a separate series of letters.

Both authors had known their subjects personally, and were well-acquainted with the social, political and religious context within which they had operated. They also had a stake in preserving the memory of these saints-to-be, both for the sake of the monasteries they founded and to reinforce their vision of the larger social whole within which these continued to exist. As such, contrasting these cases allows us to compare the various ways in which religious communities were seen to be a function of the Church and the Empire around them in their respective contexts. Whereas Sulpicius wrote at a time when Christianity was still establishing a foothold in the West and monastic life still represented a world within which monasticism was firmly embedded in the Empire, and Christian thinking was one of the main sources of the social power of the Carolingians. The life of Martin and the writings of Sulpicius Severus would nonetheless prove to cast a long and wide shadow, and also influenced the way Ardo framed his own composition. Putting the texts Sulpicius Severus next to the vita of Benedict of Aniane will thus shed light on how tensions between the Church and the Empire helped to shape political, religious and social thinking in both Late Antiquity and the Early Middle Ages. This becomes especially clear from the way the authors allow the deaths of their protagonists to impact upon their vision of the empire and the place of monasteries within it. What starts as a story of the interaction between a bishop and a ruler or an abbot and an emperor thus rapidly transforms into a reflection on the interdependence (real or imagined) between court and community.

THE LIFE OF A SAINT AND THE DEATH OF AN EMPEROR: SULPICIUS SEVERUS AND SAINT MARTIN

When Martin, bishop of Tours and abbot of Marmoutier, died in the middle of the night of November 11 397, he was away from his see and his monastery. Together with some disciples, he had travelled to the nearby village of Candes to settle a conflict between members of the local clergy. As his biographer, the Aquitanian scholar Sulpicius Severus tells us in a letter, Martin successfully brokered a peace, which had been prefixed by a miracle that happened on the way: Martin’s exorcism of a flock of demonic birds from a nearby river had proved his saintly powers and could be interpreted as a good omen for his intervention. Soon after these events, feeling his strength fading, Martin summoned his disciples and informed them of his impending death. After several days and nights of fever, which he spent in constant prayer and vigils, he passed away. Eyewitnesses to his death claimed that he looked like an angel and that his body showed none of the ravages of his zealous ascetic lifestyle. On the contrary, his impeccable corpse seemed already prepared for his resurrection. It is a death scene that bears strong resemblances to those of the renowned desert fathers Anthony and
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Hilarion, and this is no coincidence. Their stories were not only a source of great inspiration and direction for ascetics in the West but had also been important literary templates for Sulpicius Severus as he composed the *Vita sancti Martini*. Thus, it stands to reason that their model was also echoed in the description of Martin’s death.

This episode forms the centrepiece of two of the three extant missives about Martin in Sulpicius Severus’ letter collection, which were addressed to the deacon Aurelius and to his own mother-in-law Bassula, respectively. Both these recipients were closely connected with the author’s ascetic circle of Primuliacum and shared a devotion for and interest in the bishop. The letters, one providing a detailed account of Martin’s death and the other one dealing primarily with his funeral, offer valuable and complementing perspectives on the event. The surviving third letter, written to the priest Eusebius, does not narrate the saint’s actual death and was written shortly before the event but after the publication of the *Vita*. It does, however, contain a description of a near-death experience, an accident that could have ended fatally for Martin. It tells the story of a fire which broke out in a small house while Martin was visiting one of the villages of his see. Sulpicius Severus used the life-threatening scenario to showcase and discuss the bishop’s saintly virtues and the power of his miracles in a fictional conversation with members of his ascetic circle in Primuliacum. This letter is quite apologetic in tone, as it was directed against those who had previously criticized the bishop and had doubted his holiness. Sulpicius Severus used this anecdote of Martin’s brush with death to hint at even more stories to prove Martin’s saintly deeds, which had not been mentioned in the * Vita*. Additionally, he also included guidelines how to read and interpret saints’ lives correctly so as to avoid future misgivings. Although these three letters were written at different stages after the publication of the *Vita Martini* itself in the autumn of 396, Sulpicius Severus engaged with the topic of Martin’s death in all of them. He presented different elements and perspectives on the authority of the bishop and his role and patronage for Christian communities both before and after his funeral, on the meaning of holiness in Late Antiquity, and on the rise of asceticism in the Western Empire in general.

The first encounter with Martin’s actual death is narrated in the letter to the deacon Aurelius. Instead of telling his reader or readers the whole story, Sulpicius Severus concentrates on how he received and processed the news of
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Martin’s passing. He describes the delivery of the message by two monks from Tours, expresses his own, great sorrow and offers consolation to his friend Aurelius. The letter starts with a vision in a dream where Martin smilingly gives his approval for the composition of the *vita* and its author. The bishop’s appearance also insinuates his death. Dressed in a garb of brilliant white, with bright eyes, luminous hair and face, Martin already seems to be from a different world. After blessing the author, the saint is abruptly taken to Heaven. Sulpicius Severus’ vision is intended to foreshadow the arrival of the monks carrying the message of Martin’s death, which in turn confirms the truth of his dream. After the description of the author’s emotional reaction and grief, he gives a lengthy and passionate argument in favour of Martin’s status as saint and martyr. In it, Sulpicius Severus continues to give examples of Martin’s holiness, a recurring theme in his other works and letters. Most graphically, he gives several short descriptions of various spectacularly cruel deaths from Hebrew and Christian martyr stories, such as the story of the three young men in the fiery furnace from the Book of Daniel, and presents these as scenarios Martin could have endured had he lived in the times of the emperors Decius or Nero. After these vignettes, the letter to Aurelius ends with words of consolation to the recipient. It is the third letter in the collection, addressed to Bassulla, that finally offers a full version of events complete with a lengthy description of the funeral.

Comparing the information in the letters to the narrative of the *vita*, it becomes apparent that the goal of the biography was to transform the bishop and monk into a saint, while the letters to Aurelius and Bassulla clarified how Martin had died as a saint and martyr. At the same time, the letters also placed Sulpicius himself in the limelight. In the wake of Martin’s death, it was imperative for him to make sure that he would be the one providing its official narrative. Having already successfully established himself as the saint’s biographer in life, he wanted to become the authoritative voice on his death as well. The letter to Aurelius focuses on the news of Martin’s death for two reasons. Firstly, as Sulpicius Severus had probably yet to inquire further about the circumstances, he could not offer any more detailed information at that time. Despite this, however, he managed to use the message itself and turned it into symbolic capital in favour of the saint and himself. Moreover, the two letters provided an opportunity to bring the biography of Martin to a close. As the *Vita sancti Martini* had been finished before the bishop’s death and was already circulating in Rome, Italy and North Africa, the letters serve as complementary sources. They echo previous topics and disputes while at the same time envisaging possible future conflicts.

Martin’s death was the starting point for struggles over his legacy in more than just one community. It raised not only the question of succession at the See of Tours, but also had a profound effect on his monastery in Marmoutier, founded only a few years after his episcopal consecration on the banks of the Loire. As an ascetic alternative to his pastoral duties in Tours, the monastery was shaped after the ideals of the desert fathers, and was meant to provide a place of seclusion and contemplation in the wilderness. According to Sulpicius Severus’ letter, the monks of Marmoutier, who usually accompanied Martin on his pastoral and missionary journeys, had already expressed their fears about their community’s future at his deathbed. Having been informed about their abbot’s prediction of his impending death, they begged the ageing bishop to postpone his death and the rewards he was sure to obtain in Heaven. He should stay with them a little longer to provide guidance in tumultuous times and to protect them from «the ravenous wolves» and false prophets who were already waiting to descend on his flock: «There was a great grief and lament: wailing the brothers cried out unanimously: ‘Why do you abandon us, father? Unguided as we are, whom should we turn to?’».
monks were not unfounded. Marmoutier, as described in the Vita sancti Martini, had been a thriving community which hosted over eighty monks, mostly from aristocratic families, but in the wake of Martin’s death, it lost its wider influence in Gaul. This explains the material expression of the community’s loss in a verse inscription near the saint’s cell, reading 「The warrior sleeps, a man who must be missed」.

These concerns about the loss of their founder and its consequences for the future of the community actually mirror Sulpicius Severus’ personal grief and his own worries about the absence of his spiritual patron. He had already articulated these concerns in his letter to Aurelius, but they came more clearly to the fore in the letter to his mother-in-law, who was staying away at Trier at that time. As his 「spiritual parent and co-heiress in Christ」, Bassula played a vital role in supporting him in his career and his properties, it was partly his own wealth and partly Bassula’s that sustained his ascetic community in Primuliacum. Sulpicius Severus used his letter to Bassula as a platform to present an account and interpretation of the funeral. He did so by invoking the image of a triumphal procession. In his reconstruction of the event, the multitude of monks and nuns present resembled legions dressed in cowls and the singing of psalms and hymns sounded like the 「thundering applause of roaring crowds」. This powerful image serves two distinct argumentative purposes. First, Sulpicius Severus wanted to convey to his audience that the saint had been a true soldier of Christ as well as a Christian leader. He had indeed triumphed over the world, and would ascend to heaven whereas those of less faith would go to hell. Second, it was supposed to emphasise the approval of the people for their bishop. Embedding this description in the contemporary political context, which would have been well-known to the readers of the letter, the idea of a triumphal procession also showed how Martin, in death, had finally triumphed over Magnus Maximus, who at that time was ruling as an usurper over the western provinces of the Roman Empire Britain, Gaul and Spain. Since his proclamation as Augustus by his troops in 383 and the assassination of the young emperor Gratian, Magnus Maximus’ power had risen further. This had also been achieved by exerting influence on religious matters, which to him represented a means to consolidate his social power within the aristocratic and episcopal networks in Gaul. In true Constantinian fashion, he intervened in ongoing conflicts between rival bishops.

In the Vita sancti Martini, Sulpicius Severus had already showcased a confrontation between Magnus Maximus and Martin at a royal banquet held at the palace in Trier. Whereas this occasion seems to have presented a welcome opportunity for many bishops and members of the clergy to meet and probably flatter the new emperor, according to Sulpicius Severus only Martin’s demeanour spoke of true 「apostolic authority and dignity」. During the feast, Martin, who was sitting close to the emperor, famously passed the goblet offered by Magnus Maximus to one of his priests instead of returning it. This episode, which was later retold and embellished by Paulinus of Périgueux and Venantius Fortunatus, and which has been the subject of numerous studies in modern scholarship as well, was meant to strengthen Martin’s reputation and to demonstrate the superiority of the religious leader over the political one. Martin’s disdain for the emperor’s position did not end there: it was further articulated in his prophecy of Magnus Maximus’ defeat and execution following his challenge to Valentinian I in Italy.
Whereas Sulpicius Severus could highlight Martin’s role as holy man in these episodes, and argue his religiously founded supremacy over the emperor without being held back by further religious concerns, the bishop’s involvement in the Priscillian controversy was a topic that had to be treated more carefully. Priscillian was a Spanish landowner and intellectual, who had converted to an ascetic life. He soon became the leader of a large ascetic movement and was consecrated bishop of Avila around 380. Priscillian’s consecration was controversial, however, and he and his followers were attacked by regional authorities, primarily by the bishops of Córdoba and Mérida. In the end, the ensuing conflicts were played out on an imperial scale, after Priscillian had failed to win prominent allies such as the bishops of Rome and Milan for his cause. In a civil process he was condemned by the government of Magnus Maximus as a sorcerer and Manichaean. His execution along with six of his followers in Trier in 385 set precedent. While his case shows that Martin’s rise to prominence did not occur in isolation, it stands as a good example for the skepticism that ascetic leaders – and the rapidly spreading ascetic movement in general – could face from local ecclesiastical authorities, and the rivalries that sometimes popped up between them and the secular rulers with whom they had to deal. Consequently, their success often depended on the establishment of a solid network of ecclesiastical support against the background of unpredictable political developments in the Western Roman Empire. Priscillian’s movement had attracted many supporters in Spain and Gaul, among them members of the wealthy Roman elite like the widow of the famous rhetorician Attius Tiro Delphidius and their daughter, and Martin himself had tried to intervene on his behalf. To him, the interference by the Roman emperor had little to do with the purity of the Christian faith, and more with the bishops and Maximus’ own secular and personal interests. Regardless of Priscillian’s transgressions, his case should remain in the hands of bishops, well clear of the Constantinian power play at the emperor. This controversy, which caused the clergy to fall into disarray and deepened already existing rivalries between bishops, still echoed through Gaul more than a decade after the conflict.

Given the support provided by Martin to the Spanish bishop, and given the similarities between the communities founded by Sulpicius and Priscillian, it was imperative for Sulpicius to defend the bishop as well as his own foundation, which had been modelled after Marmoutier, and maintained close relations to its monks. All this comes together in his description of Martin’s funeral procession, where Sulpicius allowed Martin to take on imperial qualities. In doing so, he gave Martin his final victory in the conflict, to the general acclaim of the populace. In Sulpicius’ version of the saint’s funeral procession, Martin’s seemingly humble religious authority is shown to triumph over the secular authority of the emperor, and divine judgment to definitively supersede any punishment meted out by imperial decree.

The Priscillian affair was not the only thing jeopardising Martin’s posthumous position in the ecclesiastical community of Gaul. In his works, especially in the Vita, Sulpicius had to constantly defend and idealise Martin, as he was undeniably a controversial figure in the already highly diversified religious landscape of Gaul. Many distinguished bishops who could boast a Roman senatorial background resented Martin, who seemed to them to be an uneducated and provocative upstart. This had already started at his consecration in 371. Sulpicius Severus, however, used the image of the uncouth ascetic to further cement Martin’s status as a saint. In this respect, it might not be surprising that he does not mention if any fellow bishops or clerics had been present at the funeral. Sulpicius only stresses that Martin had first and foremost been a bishop for his people – a shepherd for his flock. The exuberant attendance and approval of the people at Martin’s funeral can be read in parallel with the account of his consecration. Sulpicius’ mastery of the situation allows him to wield Martin’s death as a double-edged sword: when dealing with Maximus, the funeral conferred spiritual power to the saint and confirmed the relations between Church and...
Empire set out in the famous dinner scene; when dealing with the bishops, it consolidated Martin’s pastoral authority over his flock, showed that he was every bit the equal of his senatorial rivals – and mutatis mutandis, that his legacy should be allowed to persist as well.

The works of Sulpicius Severus were crucial in the making of Martin’s sainthood, but it was the promotion of the succeeding bishops of Tours, Perpetuus and most notably Gregory, writing nearly two centuries later, who claimed the saint and his miracles as the centrepiece of the episcopal see of Tours. Gregory, in his Histories and in his books On the Virtues of Saint Martin, linked the saint, the basilica and the see closely together and anchored the saint among the most important cult sites and pilgrimage centres in the thriving religious landscape of the Merovingian kingdoms. After Martin’s death, Marmoutier may have lost its relevance as a monastery, but over time it gained importance as a pilgrimage site and as a shrine to Martin. Pilgrims and monks visited the saint’s cell and commemorated the stations of Martin’s monastic life. Although the monastery and the See of Tours were intended to be two worlds apart during Martin’s lifetime, their connection grew ever stronger in the decades following the bishop and abbot’s death. By the middle of the sixth century, an integral part of the liturgical celebrations of Lent in Tours was a visit to Marmoutier, as Gregory stated in On the Virtues of Saint Martin. During this visit, people licked and kissed and moistened with their tears each spot where the blessed man had sat or prayed or where he had eaten food or laid his body to rest after his many tasks, Gregory’s words invoking the continuing devotion to Martin among the people he held so dearly.

Gregory also recounted Martin’s death, and even proudly added an anecdote not found in the works by Sulpicius Severus. It concerns the furta sacra of Martin’s body by the clergy of Tours following an argument over the dead bishop’s body with the city of Poitiers. When the news of the bishop’s illness had reached them, both cities sent delegations to Candes, where he was staying, and tried to claim Martin’s patronage for them. The people of Tours claimed that Martin had been their bishop and therefore should continue working miracles for the city after his death. The citizens of Poitiers on the other hand argued that Martin had founded his first monastery close to their city, in Ligugé, and that it was their turn to enjoy the holy man’s blessings as Tours had enjoyed them during his episcopacy. The group from Tours settled the argument by simply stealing the body and carrying it to their city. The theft was justified, Gregory implies, as the saint would have surely stopped them otherwise. Interestingly, in Gregory’s account, Martin’s tenure as bishop of Tours was given more importance than his monastic activities. As Raymond van Dam already stated, it took a historian like Sulpicius Severus to turn Martin into a saint worthy of admiration and emulation. However, it was due to Gregory’s rhetorical skills and authority that the controversial bishop would be successfully reconciled with the ecclesiastical and worldly realities of the times. Gregory turned the saint into a model bishop, making him an object of veneration for Merovingian kings and aristocrats as well as the common people. Martin’s lingering presence and legacy, filtered through Gregory’s commentaries, conferred authority upon the city of Tours – and ended up giving Marmoutier a solid foundation upon which to build its continued existence.

In the world of Saint Martin and (to a lesser extent) that of Gregory of Tours, the Christianised portrayal of life and death, of sanctity and community-building, were part of a movement that could be deliberately subversive, at least according to its own rhetoric. For contemporary observers like Sulpicius Severus, Martin provided an alternative to the prevailing Roman imperial discourse, and opened up possibilities for criticism of secular power that went beyond a strict Christian/pagan dichotomy. Paradoxically, it was Martin’s devout demeanour and humility that conferred a kind of imperial dignity upon him after his death, and which made him a model for episcopal authority in the centuries that followed. He represented more than a new way of life. He represented a new way of leadership.

Another two centuries later, the empire was no longer such a potent hindrance to Christianity. The early ninth century...
century and the heyday of Carolingian rule present a world that was deceptively similar but altogether different from that of Martin, Sulpicius or even Gregory. Christendom had all but taken over the socio-political discourse in the West, and bishops as well as monasteries have become pillars upon which rested the foundations of a reinstated imperium christianum. In the aftermath of the turbulent years when the post-Roman kingdoms established themselves in the West, the combined ambitions of the papacy and the Carolingian rulers ensured that the political framework upon which the Frankish Empire was built was complementary to the spread of Christianity rather than providing a hindrance to it. Imperium and the ecclesia overlapped to a large extent, and the Carolingians expended a tremendous amount of energy and resources towards reforming and correcting their religion, ensuring that everybody in their realm would be given means to achieve salvation. Religious responsibility had, in short, become a matter of the state.

DYING BETWEEN CLOISTER AND COURT: BENEDICT OF ANIANE

In this world, in the year 821, the abbot Benedict of Aniane breathed his last, surrounded by the monks of his community of Inda (now known as Kornelimünster), in the shadow of the palace in Aachen. Most of what we know about Benedict’s life and death comes from his vita, composed in 822 by Ardo, a magister of Benedict’s first foundation of Aniane, close to present-day Montpellier. Born in Septimania, in the South of the realm, Benedict started his life as a pupil at the court of Bertrada and Pippin III. He rose through the ranks as one of Charlemagne’s courtiers before becoming disillusioned with earthly life and turning to asceticism. Taking a “hero’s journey” through all monastic options and rules available to those wishing to relinquish the world, he settled upon the Regula Benedicti as the perfect way of life. Once settled, he was gradually drawn back into courtly circles, eventually becoming one of the leading authorities on monastic life in the empire, one of the key advisors to Louis the Pious, and one of the driving forces behind the monastic reform movement that characterised Carolingian rule in the late eighth and early ninth centuries. Indeed, his place of death testifies to his influence while alive: Inda was founded in 816 by Louis the Pious, then newly crowned emperor, with the express purpose of keeping Benedict close at hand to help him run the empire, while also using the peace and quiet of the monastery to rest. As told in the panegyric that Ermoldus Nigellus dedicated to Louis the Pious in the 820s, Benedict was a “father to everyone” while residing at Inda, and Louis would be “emperor and abbot at the same time” (caesar et abba simul). While still a far cry from a complete amalgamation of cloister and court, this description, which was written at the culmination of Louis the Pious’ reform activities in the wake of his succession to the Frankish throne, demonstrates to what extent monastic elites and the empire could play mutually supportive roles, even though this in no way meant that those residing behind monastery walls were ready to concede the moral high ground they had acquired over the centuries. Nevertheless, as we shall see by taking a closer look at the death scene of Benedict, they were fully aware that their continued existence depended on the benevolence of the empire as much as the court relied on the monastic “power of prayer” to provide the “sacred foundations” of the empire.

It is to Ardo that we owe the image of Benedict’s life as a local saint who grew to become a prime mover in the Carolingian reforms. It is also to him that we owe the description of Benedict’s death – a good death by early medieval standards, befitting an abbot who, in spite of his political career, managed to live a perfect monastic life. At first glance, the story is quite topical indeed. As Benedict would “take up the courtly life he once gave up to the advantage of many”, he also began to “increasingly be weakened by various ailments”, a condition which, like any good saint, he bore patiently. Benedict continued to bear the burden of public life until his disease got so bad that he, “after a friendly conversation with the emperor was allowed to be borne back

29 On the history of the monastery (and the reason for giving it a new name), see N. KÜHN, Die Reichsabtei Kornelimünster im Mittelalter: Geschichtliche Entwicklung, Verfassung, Konvent, Beizit, Aachen, 1982.
36 Vita Benedicti Anianensis, c. 41, op. cit. (n. 75), p. 211.
to his monastery” at Inda. There, having composed one final letter to his pupils at Aniane, he died, singing psalms and surrounded by the brethren of his second foundation. His death was then revealed in a vision to bishop Stabilis (or Stabellus) of Maguelonne, ensuring that his native region also quickly learnt of it.

Benedict had died in his own community, which nonetheless was far away from the place where he had started. He did not neglect to impart some final words of wisdom onto his students in Aniane, however, as he also composed a letter to them. This letter of advice was about more than merely providing his community and their new abbot, Georgius, with some last-minute pastoral advice. Benedict gave the monks of Aniane valuable insights on how to retain their place in the world and maintain their monastery’s link to the palace. Among several important people with whom they should keep in touch, Benedict first of all singles out their emperor’s ear and their friend, the arch-chancellor Helisachar, «who has been my providence».

This short reference to courtly hierarchy encapsulates the potential source of protection for monasteries against the dangers of the world. Hence his insistence on Helisachar: the way to an emperor’s heart is through his courtiers, after all. Ardo took this advice seriously. When he sent a copy of the Vita Benedicti Anianensis to the palace, he addressed it to Helisachar, so that the chancellor might check its veracity.

The palace was of course a place of corruption, where worldly interests interfered with his spiritual ideals. But it was also the place where things got done, where good people worked for the betterment of Christendom, and (thus) a potential source of protection for monasteries against the dangers of the world. Ardo took this advice seriously. When he sent a copy of the Vita Benedicti Anianensis to the palace, he addressed it to Helisachar, so that the chancellor might check its veracity. After all, he flatters his audience in the prologue, it was close to the «gates of the palace» that one could «drink from the unfailing watercourse of the fountain of wisdom».

84 ARDO, Vita Benedictii Anianensis, c. 43, op. cit. (n. 75), p. 219-221.
85 ARDO, Vita Benedictii Anianensis, c. 43, op. cit. (n. 75), p. 221: «Elisacar quoque, qui pre omnibus super terram omni tempore nobis extitit amicus fidei, illius monasterii et frater ispos in meo habitotem semper loco, et ad eum semper sit refugium vestrum».
87 ARDO, Vita Benedictii Anianensis, Praefatio, op. cit. (n. 75), p. 140-143, at p. 142.
88 ARDO, Vita Benedictii Anianensis, Praefatio, op. cit. (n. 75), p. 141: «presertim cum noverim, vos sacrae aulae palacii adistiteris foribus, nec turbulentis rivulis sitire potum, quin pocius ab indeficienti veni purissimi fontis sedulo sapientiae aurire fluenta».
89 ARDO, Vita Benedictii Anianensis, c. 41, op. cit. (n. 75), p. 212: «Invalenscens autem aegritudine, imperatorem familiariter adloquutus, monasterio dedicatur, fratibusque valentiacens, totam noctem orationibus psalmodiisque pernoctans, ipsius diei regularem officium peregit».
91 ARDO, Vita Benedictii Anianensis, c. 41, op. cit. (n. 75), p. 213: «Adsunt autem eius omnibus divitiis dulciore epistolae, quas, pridie quam migraret a seculo, fratibus Aniano positis proprio dictavit ore, in quibus testatur faciem suam amplius non visuram». In the Vita Benedictii Anianensis, c. 17-19, Ardo describes the church of Aniane as being richly decorated.
this second source is much briefer, the two stories do overlap to a large extent at the beginning. Benedict resides in the palace, falls gravely ill, and cannot receive proper care due to the many visitors he receives. At this point, however, the two narratives diverge. According to the so-called Epistola Indensium, it was not the abbot himself who requested to be carried to Inda, but rather it was «the emperor who sent his chamberlain, Tankulf, in the night, ordering that we bring him to the monastery that very night. We lifted him up and carried him, together with Helisachar and his people, to the monastery at the first hour of the day»93.

While this version of Benedict’s death may be presumed to have been more accurate than Ardo’s second-hand account, the question remains why the monks of Inda chose to include this information in their letter to Aniane. Presented like this, it was the emperor himself who took responsibility for safeguarding proper monastic conduct and ensuring that Benedict died as an abbot and not as a courtier. By taking away the abbot’s agency, they all but put him at the mercy of Louis the Pious, who had to act abbatially in his stead and use the resources at his disposal at the palace to spur the community of Inda into action.

The variations between these two versions showcase the different ways the two monasteries perceived their relation with the emperor, even if they had been led by the same abbot with the same cordial relation to the court. To Ardo, it was important to emphasise the teacher-student relationship between Benedict and Louis the Pious. In the Vita Benedicti Anianiensis, Ardo designates Aniane, the place where Benedict first put his teaching into practice, as the caput [sic] coenobiorum of all the monasteries in the area under the authority of Louis the Pious, first Aquitaine, then the entire empire94. For Ardo and the rest of the monks of Inda, Ermoldus’ designation of Louis the Pious as a caesar et abba simul would have hit close to home, showing the connection that Benedict had supposedly forged between court and cloister. This would have been reiterated in the letter sent from Inda, in which the community describes how the emperor, through his connection with Benedict, had effectively become one of them and had earned the nickname Monachus95. From one group of monks to another, this was not a reflection of Louis’ supposed ineffectiveness as a ruler, as has sometimes been claimed96. Instead, it should be understood as one of the highest compliments they could give him. After all, to live like a monk was to live like a perfect Christian, capable of retreating into an «internal cloister» and to remain unaffected by the pomp and circumstance of the secular world97. It was up to Ardo to show how it was Benedict who had made the emperor into such an exemplary figure, with the clear implication that Benedict had, in turn, learned the ropes in Aniane.

For the community of Inda, it was equally important to show how Louis had managed to become an emperor who could be a monk, capable of living up to Benedict’s teachings while also running the Carolingian imperium98. Indeed, it would have been vital to highlight his abbatial qualities in order to retain the status accorded to them by their illustrious pedigree. Louis was the new safeguard of their community and, as his proactive attitude during their abbot’s final moment showed, clearly capable of taking on Benedict’s mantle after his death. Similar to Aniane, the community of Inda was a relatively new foundation, and similar to Aniane, they laid a claim to being the first in line to implement the monastic reforms propagated under Louis the Pious99. For them, this status was a function of their proximity to the emperor and his court, and Benedict’s death thus became a pretext for highlighting their position at the heart of the empire. Conversely, Ardo seized upon their narrative and turned it into a reminder that the source of their wisdom might have died in Aachen, but that he had first sprung up in Aniane. Writing for his community in Septimania as well as for the empire at large, Ardo made sure to show how his version of Benedict came to terms with God rather than with the emperor.

In both narratives, the death of Benedict is used to consolidate the status of the communities he founded, and to emphasise what the authors deemed necessary to securing their future. While the teachings and sanctity of Benedict remain the main focus of both his vitae, the descriptions shift the focus to the communities he founded and towards maintaining the status quo as he approaches his final moments. Benedict was a functioning part of the empire, and an extension of the authority of Louis the Pious. From the point of view of Aniane, the best way to show this was to highlight Benedict’s role as a loyal courtier and a teacher of the emperor. For Inda, it was important to remind that same emperor that he was now responsible for the legacy of his deceased friend.

---

93 Epistola Indensium (Vita Benedicti Anianiensis, c. 42), op. cit. (n. 75), p. 215: «Quinta siquidem feria aegrotavit, in sexta autem feriae nocte ad monasterium fereremus; quem levantes, ante gallorum cantu una cum Elysacar et suis ac nostris hominibus prima ora diei ad monasterium deduximus».


95 Epistola Indensium, op. cit. (n. 75), p. 215: «Curam autem maximam habuit de omni ordine ecclesiastico, videlicet monachorum, canonicorum atque laicorum, maxime autem monachorum. Imperator autem omne eius consilium libenter audivit et fecit; unde et a quisbusdam Monachus vocitatur, vide


99 An indication of this status may be seen in a letter sent by Grimaldus and Tatto to their monastery of Reichenau: GRIMALDUS et TATTO, Epistola cum XII Capitulis, in E. Dümmler (ed.), MGH, Epistolae 5, Epistolae Karolini Aevi III, Berlin, 1899, p. 305-307. On the expedition of these two monks, see also P. MEYVAERT, Problems concerning the “autograph” manuscript of Saint Benedict’s Rule, in Revue Bénédictine, 59, 1959, p. 3-21.
CONCLUSION: MANY LIVES, MANY DEATHS

The death of the abbot in both versions of the life of Benedict betray their Carolingian credentials by emphasising how monasteries, not abbots, were the purveyors of the long-term thinking that allowed proper Christian teaching to be shaped and developed. Although the function of the holy man was still to spread wisdom and teach proper Christianity according to Ardo and the monks of Inda, the communities founded and the institutions represented by such a holy man were of equal – and possibly even greater – value. Human life is finite, and miracles – what few there are in the VBA – mostly serve to underline the sanctity of the individual. Benedict’s enduring legacy had been to strengthen the ecclesia by teaching the emperor, and inspiring him (and others) to found more monastic communities to strengthen the sacred foundations of the empire. For Ardo, it was this legacy that entitled Aniane, Benedict’s first foundation, to retain its place in the sun, peripheral though it might be.

This contrasts with Sulpicius Severus’ portrayal of the rise of Saint Martin, whose individual sanctity and value as an exemplary Christian superseded his foundation. Sulpicius’ literary works betray a combative Christianity and bleak perspective on secular power, where emperors like Magnus Maximus serve as a foil to the virtues and achievement of the ascetic leader. Sulpicius Severus created a new image of the Holy Man who had to stand up against the world, not work with it. Less than two centuries later, however, the world of Gregory of Tours already allows for a more “institutional” approach, using Martin’s individual sanctity and the miracles he performed to strengthen not only the position of Tours and its see, but of bishops in general. Gradually, an overlap seems to develop between the death of a saint and the life of an institution. The models pioneered by Sulpicius Severus and Gregory remained highly influential in the Carolingian world. The primary function of the Holy Man was still to spread wisdom and teach proper Christianity to everyone. Yet, by the ninth century it was recognised that the communities and institutions represented by saints were as important as cult sites as they were as “enclaves of learning”, isolated religious communities that existed for the purpose of safeguarding and perpetuating spiritual knowledge. To Sulpicius, Martin’s enduring legacy was to witness the power of God and the unstoppable rise of Christianity. To Gregory, the holy man had become a holy bishop, a reminder of the longevity of Christendom as an institution. Ardo built upon both these ideas by showing how Benedict’s role had been to strengthen the Ecclesia by teaching the emperor, and inspiring him to strengthen the sacred foundations of the empire.

If Ardo’s Benedict was a friend of the emperor by definition, and Sulpicius Severus’ versions of Martin and Maximus could only ever be hostile to one another, it is important to note that the authority conferred upon the saints was a product of their interaction with those wielding secular power. It was this interaction that in turn fuelled the interests of the various communities with a stake in the saint’s future. By latching on to the perceived importance of Martin or Benedict – the former as a viable alternative to the emperor, the latter through his Königsnähe – communities like Tours, Poitiers, Marmoutier or Aniane showed an awareness that their continued existence could only be guaranteed if they do not shut themselves out from the world completely. Regardless of an individual saint’s relation to the world beyond the walls of their foundation, the communities that were the primary recipients of the texts discussed in this article did well to explicate that they would persist thanks to, not in spite of, the political structures around them. In that sense, it is clear that Ardo, Sulpicius Severus and Gregory alike saw that the reactions from the outside justified their respective communities as much as the actions of their saints (or their relics).

In either case, it the death of the abbot became a catalyst for turning their legacy into something greater than themselves. If the lives and vitae of these saints were intended to be exemplary, their deaths would inadvertently be turned into political capital. And it only grew stronger the more often they died.